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Kenny was born in Indianapolis, Indiana. He holds a special place in history as the 
32nd African American to become a Navy SEAL. Kenny received the Unsung Hero Award 
from Ford Motor Company from Kevin Frazier, host of the hit TV show Entertainment 
Tonight, in recognition of his unique & challenging story in becoming a Navy SEAL, along 
with his personal and community accomplishments. He has been endorsed by Chief FBI 
Agent and Professor Greg Vecchi and S.W.A.T. Teams. He was recently featured in the 
Amazon and Barnes and Noble most read book Can’t Hurt Me by his good friend and 
Former Navy SEAL teammate David Goggin’s for their amazing experiences in 
achievement in spite of formidable challenges before and during SEAL training as seen on 
CBS and Joe Rogan’s podcast, The Joe Rogan Experience, viewed by millions.  Kenny has 
had the fortune to receive honorable mention from Department of Homeland Security, 
and Federal Protective Service. He is also a featured personality on the popular Funker 
Tactical You Tube Channel. He had the great fortune to have honorable mention from the 
United States Navy Recruiting District for having the highest conversation rate in the 
nation in training Navy SEAL Candidates that completing training and became SEALs. 

             Since the age of 4 years old, he has become an expert martial artist and owns his 
own martial arts school and affiliations.  He has travelled and taught martial arts at some 
of the most respected academies and teams all over the world. Such as: Nitrix academies 
in Brazil, Brazilian Top Team and other schools in Phuket, Bangkok, Khao Lak Thailand, 
and in Split Croatia. Kenneth holds black belts and high achievement in several martial  
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arts and combatives systems. It is no surprise that he is also a Martial Arts Hall of Fame 
inductee. 

 Most recently Kenny became a Master Tricom Instructor/Collaborator which 
trains elite teams such as the Secret Service, Korean Navy SEALs, and army special forces 
and many more internationally. His company, Tactical A.C.T.S (Adaptive Combat Tactical 
Solutions) LLC, provides Fortune 500 clients preemptive, adaptive, and real time problem 
solving solutions of incident response, as well as executive protection. His team conducted 
Executive Protection for Nestle in Washington D.C. World renowned High Risk 
security/Executive Protection company Triple Canopy awarded Kenny with an elite 
training commendation. Kenny instructs elite performance mindset, strategy, and tactics 
seminars nationwide to S.W.A.T teams and to civilians focusing on individual, team skills, 
and finally culminating into practical and applicable interactive scenarios. 
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